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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (~t,/.4, #) be a complete measure space, E a separable infinite dimensional  real Banach space, 
(E, fl) a measurable  space, where fl denotes the a -a lgebra  of all Borel subsets generated by all 
()pen subsets in E ,P  acone  [2] inE ,  P~ = {x • P, Hx[[ < r}, P~ = {x,•  P, Ilx[[ =r} ,  OPt = 
{x • P, lixi[ = r}, Pr~,~= = {x • P, 0 < r2 < IlxlI < r~}. A mapping T :  f~ x P~ -* P~ is cal led a 
random operator for each x • Pr, T(.,  x) is measurable.  
A measurable  map ¢ : f~ --~ Pr is a random fixed-point of the random operator  T if T(w, ¢(w)) = 
¢(w) for each w • fL 
LEMMA 1.1. (See [i].) Let T : f~ x P,. --+ P be a random completely continuous operator and 
O K r2 < rl < r such that 
(w,x)  • f~ x OPt, ~ T (w,x )  ~ x, 
(i) (ii) 
(~, x) • ~ x op~ ~ T (~, x) ~ x. 
Then T has at least a random fixed-point xo(w) E P,.1,r~ where r2 < Ilxo(w)ll < rl. 
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Let R N be an N-dimensional Euclidean space, G be a bounded closed domain in R N, C(G) 
separable Banach space of all continuous functions on G, (C(G), fl) be a measurable space, 
tic-algebra of all Borel subsets generated by all open subsets in C(G). Some ideas and results 
can be found in [3]. 
We consider a general polynomial type random nonlinear Hammerstein tegral equation 
¢ =/ak(w,x ,y ) f (y ,¢ )  dy = A(w,¢) = A (w) ¢, (1.1) 
where f (x ,u)  = y~n=lai(x)ua~ , ai > 0 (i = 1,2,. . .  ,n), and ¢:  gt x G --* C(G) denotes ¢(w)(x), 
since for fixed x • G ¢ : f~ --* C(G) is a random variable with values in C(G). For a fixed 
w • gt, ¢(w) : G ---* R is a continuous function. 
We prove existence theorems of random solutions of integral equation (1.1). 
2. EX ISTENCE THEOREMS 
THEOREM 2.1.  Suppose that 
(i) k(w, x, y) is a nonnegative bounded random continuous kernel such that 
ia k(W,x,y) dx > O, for all (w,y) • ~ x G, 
(ii) hi(X) > O, for all x G G, hi(X) • C(C), 0 < ai < 1 (i = 1,2, . . . ,n)  
and there exists some a~o satisfying infxea aio(X) > O. Then equation (1.1) has at least one 
nonnegative, not identically vanishing random continuous olution ¢(w, x) • C( G). 
PROOF. First, we construct a cone in (C(G), I[']]c) 
P = {¢ I ¢ c c (c) ,  ¢ (x) _> o, II¢IIL _>, 8M-1 I1¢11c}, (2.1) 
where 
= yeainf i c  k (w, x, y) dx > 0, 
w6f~ 
M = sup k (w, x, y), 
(xm)eCxa 
w6~ 
I1¢110 -- max I1¢ (z) I I ,  
x6G 1''. 
It is easy to show that P is a cone. 
We next consider three steps to prove the theorem. 
(i) We prove that for each w c f~, A(w)(.) : P --~ P is a completely continuous operator. In 
fact, ¢ e P, and 
NA (~)¢I IL= fJc (A (~)¢)xdx= Sc dx Sc k (~,x, y) f (y,O(y)) dy > ~ 
]o  L , 
where ]¢  denote f (x,  ¢(x)). On the other hand, (A(w)¢)x < MII]¢II L and hence, 
[[A(w)¢[[ n >_ t iM -1 [[A(w)¢Hc. 
Hence, A(w)¢ c P, that is, A(w)(.) : P --. P, for all a~ EfL  
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It  is easy to see that  f : P ~ L is a continuous bounded operator.  Then, for any fixed 
w ~ 12, A(w, .) : P --~ P is a completely continuous operator.  
(ii) We prove that  A(w)¢ : ~ -~ P is a random operator  for all ¢ E P. 
Set Q = C(G x G), Q is a separable real Banach space with a norm 
IIK(z,y)[I = max IK(z,y) l  for all K(z,y) Q. 
x,yEG 
Since k(a~, x, y) is a random continuous kernel for all ~ E f t ,  k(w, x, y) ~ Q. The kernel 
k(w, x, y) may be seen as mapping k(w) : f~ --* Q, k(w) is a Q-valued random variable. 
\Ve first recall the following known propositions and a corollary. 
1. Suppose that  X is a separable Banach space, x(w) : ~ ~ X is an X-valued random 
variable if and only if for every linear functional x* E D, x* (x(w)) is a real-valued random 
variable (where set D C X* is said to be a total set on X,  i.e., if for every x ¢ 0, x ~ X, 
there exists one x* E D such that  x* (x) ¢ 0). 
2. In a separable Banach space, random variable ¢* weakly random variable. 
3. Let X be a separable Banach space, X~ be a total  set on X, x : ft --~ X,  then x(w) is a 
weakly random variable ¢4, for all x* E X~), x*(x(w)) is a real-vMued random variable. 
COROLLARY. In a separable Banach space, x(w) : Q -* X is X-random variable it" and only it" 
fbr all x* C X~, x~(x(w)) is a real-valued random variable. We write 
f (y )  = f (y ,¢ (y ) )  ~ C(G) ,  * e C(G) .  
We then set 
A (a J ) f  = A(w)¢  =/ck(w,x ,y ) f (y )  dy. 
Obviously, for all w E f~, :~ (w) : C(G) ~ C(G) is completely continuous. 
We construct two total  sets on Q. 
(a) If (x0, y0) E G x G, set gxo,yo(k) = k(xo,Yo), for all k(x,y) E Q. Hence, Q~ = {9x,u : 
x, y E G} is a total  set on Q and for all a~ E f~, gx,yk(w, x, y) = k(c~, x, g). 
(b) If xo C G, fo ~ C(G), set 
Hxo,fo (k) = fa  k (xo, y) fo (Y) dy, for all k (z, y) E Q. 
Hence, Q• = {H~:,S : x ~ G, f E C(G)} is a total  set on Q and 
= £ ](V) = ] = A ¢. 
From known proposit ions Q~ and Q~, we know that  k(cz, x, y) : ~* --- Q is a random variable, 
where k is a random kernel and 
e=~ for all x E G, for all f E C(G), (I)(w, x) = fc  k(w, x, y) f (y)  dy is a random variable, 
¢* for all f E C(G), ~(w, x) = fG k(w, x, y) f (y)  dy is a C(G)-valued random variable, 
¢=~ for all f E C(G), A(w) f  is a C(G)-valued random variable, 
¢=~ ft : f~ x C(G) ~ C(G) is a random operator.  
In particular,  we take f (y)  = f(y,  ¢(y)),  A (w) f  = d(w)~b is a C(G)-valued random operator.  
Then ¢ E P C C(G), A(w)¢ : 12 x P --* P is a random completely continuous operator.  
(iii) We prove that  A(w)¢, i.e., A(w, ¢) satisfies conditions of Lemma 1.1. 
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Suppose that P~ is a bounded open set in P(r > O) 
We prove that 
1 . -1  
o < ~ < (~o~)(-~,o) 70 = inf aio(X) > 0) .  (2.2) 
xEC 
for all (w ,¢)E~x0P~A(w,¢)  re .  
In fact, if there is (w0, ¢o) E f l x  OP~ such that 
(2.3) 
A (w0, ¢o) _< ¢o, 0 _< ¢o (x) _< r 
0 < [¢o (x)] 1-°'° _< ~1-O~o, •0 (X) <~ rl-a~o [¢0 (X)] ai° 
so that 
¢o (x) > A(wo,¢o(x)) >_ /ck(wo,x,y)aio(Y)[¢o(y)]a~o dy >_ rl_a;oTO /Gk(~2o,x,y)~)o(y) dy, 
c¢o  (x) dx > 0, 
since 
c¢o  (x) dx > O, 
This contradicts (2.2), then (2.3) holds. 
c Co(x) dx > Toil J~ rl_a~o ¢o (Y) dy, 
rofl 
rl_~, ° < lo r r>(Tof l ) (1 - -a io )  -1. 
On the other hand, we take R > r such that 
R > M~ IlaillL R°~ (2.4) 
i=1 
We prove that 
(w, ¢) E ~ × OP n ~ A (w, ¢) ~ ¢. (2.5) 
This contradicts (2.4), then (2.5) holds. 
From_ (2.3), (2.5), and Lemma 1.1, we know that A(w,¢) has random fixed-point ¢(w,x) E 
PR\Pr, i.e., random Hammerstein equation (1-.1) has a nonnegative random continuous olution 
which does not vanish identically. | 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that 
(i) k(w, x, y) is a nonnegative bounded random continuous kernel, that is, 
Gk(w,x,y) dx > O, for all (w, y) E ~ x G. 
(ii) ai(x) > O, a~(x) E C(C), ai > 1 (i -= 1,2, . . . ,n)  and there exist some a~l satisfying 
infxec ail (x) > 0. 
Then equation (1.1) has at least one nonnegative, not identically vanishing random 
continuous olution ¢(w, x). 
PROOF. By the same method used for Theorem 2.1, we may prove that A : ~ x P --, P is a 
random completely continuous operator, where P denotes a cone (2.1) in C(C). We take 
R > fl(--ail+l)/(a'l--1)r!--(a'l--1)-l) (MmesG)(aq)/(ail-1), (2.6) 
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where 
T1 = inf a~ (x) > 0, .hi = sup k (w, x, y),  
xEG (x,y)CGXG 
wE~ 
and mes G represents the measure of G. 
First, we prove that 
(c~, ¢) e f lx aPR ---> A (a,, ¢) f ¢. 
In fact, there exists (w2, ¢2) e f t  x OPR such that A(co2, ¢2) <- ¢2, hence, 
(2.7) 
f 
(rues G) IIA (~2, ¢2)lie >- L A (w2, ¢2) dx 
By Theorem 192 [4], we have 
- -1 
(fG[¢2(x)]all dx) ail ~ (mesG)(1/ail-1) _ 1/G¢2(x)dx ' 
since ¢2 ¢ P, f c  ¢2(x)dx > ~M -1 11¢211c. Hence, 
R = Ik¢2LIc -> IIA(~,*2)llc >_ ;~a~l+~ (M mesa) - . , . ,  
I1¢~11~' = 13a"+l"rl( M mesa) -aq ~ail" 
dy. 
This contradicts (3.6) and so (2.7) holds. 
On the other hand, we take r such that 0 < r < R and 
n 
M~l ia i l l L  <"  < 1. 
i=1 
(2.s) 
We prove that 
(w ,¢)  E a x OPr :~ A(w,c)) ~ ¢. 
In fact, there exists (w3, ¢3) E f~ x OPt, such that A(w3, ¢3(x)) _> ¢3(x). Hence, 
(2.9) 
n n 
- - , °  r = IlCallc < I lA (o '3 ,¢a) l l c  < M IlaillL 11¢311~ = M Ila~llL 
i=l i=l 
th is  contradicts (2.8) and so (2.9) holds. 
From (2.7), (2.9), and Lemma 1.1, we know A(cz,¢) has at least one random fixed-point 
~(w, x) c C(G). For any w E gt, ¢(w, x) E PR\Pr  denotes ¢(w, x) ~ C(G) and is nonnegative, 
but does not vanish identically. | 
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